Independent Australian and
International titles for your readers
New Releases: August and September 2020
Books for all ages
Remind Me Why I’m Here

ISBN: 9781925563924

RRP: $16.99 (Young Adult Fiction)

Author: Kat Colmer | Release Date: 15/08/2020
Publisher: Rhiza Edge | Format: Paperback | Pages: 224 | Size: 13.3 x 20.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: When 18 year-old Maya leaves Chicago for a six week Australian
home stay, she assumes she’s heading to beautiful Barangaroo with its famous
Sydney Harbour views—NOT Barangaroo Creek, a stinking hot, fly-ridden, wi-fi dead
zone hours from a decent body of water. Add her host brother, Gus, who wishes she
landed in someone else’s sheep paddock, and Maya is convinced she’s in for six
weeks of Hicksville hell. Gus has an important trip planned this summer— a trip that
does NOT include helping an animal-phobic girl from the States tick off items on her seriously clichéd
Aussie must-do list. So he comes up with a list of his own—one guaranteed to send Maya back across the
Pacific, leaving him free to enjoy the last of his freedom before he heads off to agricultural college like every
generation of his family has. But when Maya doesn’t scare that easily, sparks begin to fly. Soon Gus and
Maya discover there are hidden depths to clichéd bucket-lists and secret summer trips, and that sometimes
it takes someone half a world away to remind you of all the reasons you’re here.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome (YAF052010)

The Ministry of Suits

ISBN: 9781910411544

RRP: $18.95 (Middle Fiction)
Author: Paul Gamble | AU Release date: 1/09/2020
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 314 | Size: 15 x 21.5 cm
WINNER - Eilís Dillon Award at the Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2017
DESCRIPTION: ‘A zany explosion of hilarity’ – Eoin Colfer, author of Artemis Fowl.
Some people are born to work in a secret
Ministry hidden away in the far reaches
of an old museum, and 12-year-old Jack is one of those
people. The Ministry of Strange, Unusual and Impossible
Things deals with all the weird and impossible things most
people don’t want to think about: ancient monsters, wild
animals, pirates, unicorns, aliens ... Endlessly curious,
perhaps to a level that might be called nosy, Jack finds
himself and his frenemy Trudy as the Ministry’s newest
recruits. And their first mission? To find out where all the
school oddbods are disappearing to …

NOW DISTRIBUTING
award-winning
irish publisher

LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS
& AUSTRALIAN PUBLISHER

BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Humorous (YAF027000)
All prices include GST
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Juno Jones, Book Sleuth

ISBN: 9780648492566

RRP: $12.99
Author: Kate Gordon
Illustrated by: Sandy Flett Publisher: Yellow Brick Books
Format: PB | Release: 1/09/20
Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
Juno Jones (Former Kid Who Doesn’t Like Reading) is distraught. Her first-ever favourite
book has gone missing! Determined to solve the mystery, Juno convinces Miss Tippett
to turn their classroom into a courtroom so she can present her evidence, unmask the culprit and—most
importantly—get her book back!
With her list of possible suspects ranging from friends to foes—both human and alien—Juno is sure it’s
only a matter of time before the truth is revealed. But as the case unfolds, this book sleuth discovers that
not everything is as it seems … and even word ninjas need a helping hand sometimes!
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories (JUV019000)

ALSO AVAILABLE

Juno Jones, Word Ninja Juno Jones, Mystery Writer RRP:
Book #1 9780994557094

Book #2 9780648492528

The Phantom: The Triads Saga

$12.99 ea

ISBN: 9780648089674

RRP: $29.99 (Graphic Novel)

Author: Claes Reimerthi, Illustrated by Romano Felmang | Release Date: 21/04/2020
Publisher: Frew Publications | Format: PB | Pages: 212
Size: 25.5 x 18.0 x 1.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: The first-ever colour collection of the famous 5-part ‘Triads’ saga,
originally published in the 90s, plus a brand new, never published before sequel by
Andrew Constant, with art by Italian master, Romano Felmang.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action & Adventure (JUV008040)

The Phantom: The Treasure of Drakon

ISBN: 9780648089681

RRP: $29.99 (Graphic Novel)

Author: Norman Worker, Dale Maccanti, Julie Ditrich, Illustrated by Georges Bess,
Jason Paulos, Wendell Cavalcanti | Release Date: 18/05/2020 | Publisher: Frew
Format: PB | Pages: 212 | Size: 25.5 x 18.0 x 1.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: A Collection of the famous 3-part ‘Red Dragon’ saga, from the 90’s,
along with a newly-created prequel and sequel.

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Comics & Graphic Novels / Action & Adventure (JUV008040)
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There’s a Snake on my Cake

ISBN: 9781925563948

RRP: $24.99 (Picture book)

Author: Julia Baker, Illustrated by Anne-Marie Finn | Release Date: 15/09/2020
Publisher: Wombat Books | Format: Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 21 x 26 cm
DESCRIPTION: Jessie loved all her friends birthday parties with the rollerblading,
soccer and unicorns. But Jessie has something else in mind for her party. Will her
friends like the slithering friend she wants to bring or will it be too scary?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Reptiles & Amphibians (JUV002220)

Bear With Me (Picture book series)
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Margaret Salter | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Crabtree Publishing Company
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Animals / Bears (JUV002030)

Can I Be in the Bear Club?
Do you have a special place where you and your friends hang out, like a club?
Would you be surprised to find out that bears have a club too? Find out what bear
club members have in common.

ISBN: 9780778781134

Don’t Eat the Trash!
Makwa likes to visit camps where people are. Their food is
easy to get. But what a tummy ache she gets from the trash
food! Maybe she should go back to her old hunting ways.
ISBN: 9780778781141

Where Is My Home?
Where is a bear most comfortable? At home, of course! But where is home for this
polar bear? He’ll recognize it when he sees it.

ISBN: 9780778781158

Why Can’t I Sleep?
Ajun’s book on bears says he should be sleeping all through
winter. That’s funny. He never has before, but he’ll give it a try.
So why can’t he sleep?
ISBN: 9780778781165

All prices include GST
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ISBN: 9780648699859

Go Away, Foxy Foxy
RRP: $28.99 (Picture book)

Author: Karen Hendriks, Illustrated by Naomi Greaves
Release Date: 22/08/2020 | Publisher: Daisy Lane Publishing | Format:
Hardback | Pages: 32 | Size: 21.5 x 21.5cm
DESCRIPTION: Velvet, Valentine and Vanilla Bean are sleeping out in their
treehouse when they hear leaves rustle and branches scrape. “Fox claws,”
Velvet whisper-shouts. What can the bunnies do to protect themselves? How do they protect themselves
to scare Foxy-Foxy away? With wonderfully bright illustrations by Naomi Greaves, Go Away, Foxy Foxy is
a beautifully told tale of how working together can solve a problem.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Family (JUV013000)

ALSO AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK
ISBN: 9780648699842

RRP: $18.99

It’s Challah Time!

ISBN: 9781541574601

RRP: $14.95 (Picture book)
Author: Latifa Berry Kropf, Illustrated by Moshe Shai | Release Date: 01/09/2020
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Format: PB | Pages: 24 | Size: 24.77 x 24.77cm
DESCRIPTION: In this 20th anniversary edition of Kar-Ben’s best-seller with all new
photos, a diverse preschool class demonstrates the steps of making challah—the
special braided bread eaten on Shabbat.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religion / Judaism (JNF049110)

Nicanor’s Gate

ISBN: 9781541574526

RRP: $32.95 (Picture book)
Author: Eric A. Kimmel, Illustrated by Alida Massari | Release Date: 01/09/2020
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Format: Hardback | Pages: 24 | Size: 24.77 x
24.77cm
DESCRIPTION: In biblical Alexandria, Nicanor is a wealthy merchant who—despite
trading fine goods by ships and caravans—is not happy. When King Herod asks for
Nicanor’s help to restore the Temple in Jerusalem, he is thrilled, until his exquisite gate sinks into the sea.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Legends, Myths, Fables (JUV022000)

ALSO AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK
ISBN: 9781541574533

RRP: $14.95
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ISBN: 9780648836001

Nineteen Days

RRP: $28.99 (Adult Fiction)
Author: Kath Engebretson | Release Date: 06/08/2020
Publisher: Atlas Productions | Format: PB | Pages: 240 | Size: 13.3 x 20.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: Genevieve hates cruises. All that lounging around quaffing cocktails
and too much food. But Peter, her husband, bought this one for her after the worst year
of her life, and she couldn’t tell him she didn’t want to go. They are both still traumatised
from an unimaginable family tragedy, and each of them has gone into hiding behind small
talk and silence. A cruise is also the last place Genevieve could imagine making a friend, but in Thomas, a
morbidly obese man who inhabits a patch of shade on the deck, she meets someone she can talk to. She
tells him her story. Thomas himself has an odd past. He is a refugee from the priesthood of an oppressive
Catholic cult, an experience that poisoned the only relationship he cared about. In the gentle relationship
a kind of healing takes place, until Peter drops a bombshell. By the end of the cruise, all their lives have
changed. A story about strange and unexpected friendships, about the facades that people wear, and about
what happens when they break. Most of all it is a story about how love manages to seep through the cracks.
BISAC: FICTION / Psychological (FIC025000)

Dark Vengeance (The Last Ward #2)

ISBN: 9781922311115

RRP: $24.95 (Adult Fiction)

Author: Shelley Russell Nolan | Release Date: 01/08/2020 | Publisher: Odyssey
Books | Format: Paperback | Pages: 330 | Size: 14.0 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Victory comes at a cost. In the aftermath of the battle to free Brimfield
from the control of a madman, Jackson Kyle, Captain of the Ward, is focused on protecting
the humans under his charge. But not all his enemies have been
vanquished. Forced to flee, Jackson and his wardens seek a safe place
to create more of the cure for the freak virus. But not everyone wants to see an end to all
freaks. As hidden agendas surface, Jackson is ripped from those he trusts, putting the
future of humankind at stake. With his allies scattered, and his own kind turning against
him, it will take everything Jackson has to win this fight. But if he loses his life …the cure
dies with him.
BISAC: FICTION / Fantasy / Urban (FIC009060)

ALSO AVAILABLE

Dark Justice (The Last Ward #1)

ISBN: 9781925652468

The Eternal Worrier/ Warriors Smile

ISBN: 9780648733591

RRP: $34.95 (Adult Non-Fiction)

Author: Rhett A Ogston | Release Date: 15/09/2020
Publisher: Shawline Publishing Group | Format: PB | Pages: 400 | Size: 15.24 x
22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Transform from a worrier to a WARRIOR…Revolutionise your life,
career, health by creating optimal relationships…Live by your purpose…Rediscover who
you are or once were before you became cursed by self-imposed limiting beliefs that left
you overwhelmed with a shield of hopelessness. Uncover the wisdom to break the curse
and know the science behind changing your genetics for healthy gene expression and eliminate fear with
simple techniques.
BISAC: BODY, MIND & SPIRIT / Inspiration & Personal Growth (OCC019000)
All prices include GST
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She Has My Heart

ISBN: 9780648827658

RRP: $26.95 (Adult Fiction)
Author: Beverly Hunt | Release Date: 15/09/2020
Publisher: Shawline Publishing Group | Format: PB | Pages: 225 | Size: 15.24 x
22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Sophie feels disenchanted by life, wondering if this all there is?
The routine of a twenty-year marriage; habitual, predictable. Something missing.
Something of her inner-self. At an art show, Annie enters the room and Sophie can
feel her eyes watching the most beautiful woman she has ever seen. When she turns,
they lock eyes. Annie’s intense gaze beneath the wild blonde curly hair. Sophie feels
drawn to her; feels they have met before. What is it about this woman? One glance and Sophie cannot
stop thinking about the mysterious wild haired woman with intense eyes. Annie will open up new world’s for
Sophie. World’s where Sophie will come alive beyond anything she has imagined. An awakening will occur.
A friendship will form that bridges deeper into one another’s souls neither will expect, nor deny. Sophie has
never experienced love like this; being intimate with Annie creates new pleasures and desires of which she
never knew she had longed so deeply for all her life. Her past will be measured against the future as love
grows between them and the ultimate choices for happiness or despair will be chosen by Sophie…
BISAC: FICTION / Romance / Erotica (FIC027010)

Purr-Fect Pitch

ISBN: 9780648709169

RRP: $12.99 (Adult Fiction)
Author: Carolyn Wren | Release Date: 19/09/2020
Publisher: Gumnut Press | Format: PB | Pages: 208 | Size: 12.7 x 20.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: A warm-hearted, fun filled rom-com novella laden with love, music…and
cats. Katherine ‘Kat’ Grant has one dream, and that’s singing. To achieve it, she needs
admission to the exclusive Perdies College of Music. She’ll succeed on her own merits
without anyone’s help, especially the cheeky, alluring Devlin who seems to have squeezed
himself into every aspect of her life. Devlin knows he has the power to make all of Kat’s dreams come true.
But wielding that power means he could lose her forever. Can a charismatic cat loving hero and his sassy
stubborn singer find their own love song?
BISAC: FICTION / Romance / Romantic Comedy (FIC027250)
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I Am Woman

ISBN: 9780648827634

RRP: $29.95 (Adult Non-Fiction)
Author: Anita Selzer | Release Date: 11/09/20
Publisher: Shawline Publishing Group | Format: Paperback | Pages: 225
Size: 15.24 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: I Am Woman presents a nuanced view of how we could be living our
lives in the near future; valuing parenthood, family and paid work, and where we treat
one another with respect. A future in which we do things different to the past and perhaps,
even in this present. A world where we can thrive to treat each other with greater respect
and empathy within this fragile society. Where we may question how to work and live, and how to achieve
the mythical work-life balance so as a woman, a mother and a contributor to the community; we protect
and nurture our family and this world about us. Anita Selzer’s eye-opening journey to discovery shows us
in the simplest, even perhaps obvious ways, how we can adjust the perception about success by sharing
her experiences of life, love and laughs. The delicate honesty and realness of her narrative is compelling
and moving but most of all, it is from the heart of a genuine and talented woman who believes in what we all
know yet are trapped in our lives, often too busy or too unwilling to look beyond what is…to what can be…
BISAC: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Women (BIO022000)

Ten Journeys on a Fragile Planet

ISBN: 9781925652789

RRP: $26.95
Author: Rod Taylor | Publisher: Odyssey Books | Release Date: 18/8/20
Format: Paperback | Pages: 280 | Size: 15.2 x 22.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Humanity is sliding toward a collision between global warming, resource
depletion, and population growth. The evidence is daunting but we are hampered by antiscience demagogues who tell us everything’s okay, that we’ll run forever on our current
course. The problem we are facing is on a global scale, far beyond any individual. It can be overwhelming
and it is difficult to remain cheerful. However, in Ten Journeys on a Fragile Planet, journalist Rod Taylor
interviews ten outstanding Australians who have—and are—doing something to confront the perilous state
of the environment. This book tells their stories.
BISAC: NATURE / Environmental Conservation & Protection (NAT011000)

Guns Under the Bed

ISBN: 9781922311054

Memories of a Young Revolutionary
RRP: $23.95
Author: Jody Forrester | Publisher: Odyssey Books
Release Date: 1/09/20 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 162 | Size: 14 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: In this revealing memoir, Guns Under the Bed: Memories of a Young
Revolutionary tells of Jody Forrester’s time in the Revolutionary Union, a Communist
organization advocating armed overthrow of the ruling class, and how she came to embrace violence as
the only solution to the inequities inherent in a capitalist empire.
BISAC: BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / Personal Memoirs (BIO026000)

All prices include GST
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now distributing: LITTLE ISLAND BOOKS

this award winning independent irish publishing company won the Irish Small Press of the Year at
the British Book Awards in 2019 AND HAS PUBLISHED MULTIPLE AWARD-WINNING TITLES FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUNG ADULTS. novella distribution is proud to be their first australian distributor.

All Better

ISBN: 9781910411858

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Debbie Thomas | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 32 | Size: 25 x 25 cm
DESCRIPTION: Warm and funny rhymes about going to the doctor – sure to make
even the most reluctant patient smile. Everyone hates going to the doctor – taking
their medicine, having their temperature taken, maybe having to go for sugery. None
of it’s any fun. This collection of poems and rhymes helps to make being sick a little less scary, with poems
about broken bones, the chickenpox, having an injection and many more – with characters that will make
young readers smile and laugh. Translated from Latvian and retold for the English market by award-winning
Irish poet Catherine Ann Cullen. A perfect gift for a child in hospital or going to the doctor for the first time.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Poetry (JUV070000)

My Secret Dragon

ISBN: 9781912417063

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Debbie Thomas | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 276 | Size: 19.8 x 21 cm
DESCRIPTION: A thrilling adventure story with a big heart, about family, friendship and
(not) fitting in – and baking! Aidan Mooney has the mother of all problems. His mother is
part-dragon. He’s spent his whole life struggling to keep her hidden from the world. But
now, with the help of his super-smart new friend Charlotte, Aidan discovers a much darker
secret hiding in the woods ... Loneliness, isolation, anxiety and being different are explored in this tender
and heartwarming tale. A mother-son relationship and friendship between a boy and girl are at the heart of
the story. And at the end – fun baking recipes to try at home!
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Family (JUV013000)

Pucker Power

ISBN: 9781910411308

RRP: $14.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Susan Maxwell | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 304 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: In more adventures of these disastrous superheroes, Pucker Power
centres on the adventures of Pucker, the Power family’s mutt of a pug-dog. After he
is dognapped, along with a beautiful French poodle, the Powers must follow the clues
through Dublin, Paris and St Petersburg to bring their beloved pup back home.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy & Magic (JUV037000)
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Bumpfizzle the Best on Planet Earth

ISBN: 9781912417032

RRP: $16.95 (Junior Fiction)

Author: Patricia Forde, Illustrated by Elina Braslina | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 128 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
Chosen as the 2019 Citywide Reading for Children by Dublin UNESCO City of
Literature
DESCRIPTION: Bumpfizzle is on a mysterious mission to Earth from Planet Plonk. His
Earth family is OK. Except for the four-legged brother (Mr Sooty) and The Baby – which
leaks from both ends. Bumpfizzle’s confusion at Earthling behaviours, as reported in his diary and his
frequent reports back to Plonk, are hilarious, and his adventures are ridiculous, from eating the cat’s food
(it makes him throw up, always good for attention) to biting his teacher (to check if humans would make a
good source of food for Plonkers) and attempting to sacrifice a goat (he soon discovers what goats’ horns
are for). BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories(JUV019000)

Bank

ISBN: 9781910411971

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Emma Quigley | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 224 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
WINNER - The Literary Association of Ireland Children’s Book of the Year 2019 –
Young Adult
DESCRIPTION: Lunch money just got serious! An action-packed and funny story about
the rise and fall of a bank set up by school friends. This is the hilarious story of a group of
friends who set up a bank to lend money to their schoolmates. They have no trouble finding customers and
before long they are rolling in cash. When they are asked by a pair of supersmart techy sisters to invest in
their dating app, it looks like they can’t possibly lose, and soon everyone at school wants to deposit money
with them as well. The whole thing starts to unravel all too soon when the app breaks down; an investment
involving performing piglets goes down the pan; and the local gangster family takes far too much interest in
their doings. As the bank comes crashing down and the money starts to melt away, the young bankers are
desperate to rescue their emergency stash – only to find that one of their group has cleverly hidden it in a
not-so-clever place. BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Concepts / Money (JUV009090)

Mucking About

ISBN: 9781912417056

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: John Chambers | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 192 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
Shortlisted for The Literacy Association of Ireland Children’s Book Award 2019,
Shortlisted for CBI Book of the Year 2019
DESCRIPTION: A hilarious romp through medieval Ireland. We are in Ireland and it’s an
awfully long time ago. Centuries and centuries. The country is supposed to have gone
Christian, but there’s still magic in the air, salmon in the rivers, berries in the bushes, druids in the forest, a
Worm in the lake, fairy music in the distance. Manchán doesn’t want to be a monk. Not when he could be
going fishing with his friend, Pagan of the Six Toes, or charging through the forest with his pet pig, Muck,
or learning about the mysteries of time with the druids. Or riding over the bog on the chieftain’s mad ram,
Balor. Anything, really, that’s fun or adventurous or magical – and absolutely nothing to do with turnips,
penance, prayers, monks and chanting. Illustrated throughout with John Chambers’s playful ink drawings of
Manchán’s adventures. BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories (JUV019000)
All prices include GST
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The Deepest Breath

ISBN: 9781912417186

RRP: $16.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Megan Grehan | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 168 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize 2020, Shortlisted for the
KPMG Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2020
DESCRIPTION: A warm and sensitive LGBT story for young readers from an award-winning
author. Stevie is eleven. She loves reading and sea creatures. She lives with her mum, and
she’s been best friends with Andrew since forever. Stevie’s mum teases her that someday they’ll get married,
but Stevie knows that won’t ever happen. There’s a girl at school that she likes more. A lot more. Actually,
she’s a bit confused about how much she likes her. It’s nothing like the way she likes Andrew. It makes her fizz
inside. That’s a new feeling, one she doesn’t understand. Stevie needs to find out if girls can like girls – love
them, even – but it’s hard to get any information, and she’s too shy to ask out loud about it. But maybe she
can find an answer in a book. This second verse novel from the winner of the 2018 Children’s Books Ireland
Eilís Dillon (first book) award is a sensitive and reassuring exploration of LGBT identity for younger readers.
‘I spent most of this beautifully written verse novel blinking back tears. Grehan has created one of those
rare gems, a book that feels so utterly real and involving that the reader lives every page with the main
character.’ – Sarah Webb, author. BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / LGBT (JUV060000)

Gold

ISBN: 9781910411551

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)
Author: Geraldine Mills | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 240 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
Cover design by Lauren O’Neill, winner of the 2016 Children’s Books Ireland
Award for Illustration
DESCRIPTION: Esper and Starn are twin boys who live in a grim world that has been
almost laid waste by massive volcanic explosions. Very little grows in Orchard, which
used to be a fruit-growing area, but with the death of insects and birds, pollination of the
fruit trees is a tedious and precarious undertaking. When the boys discover an intriguing old manuscript
in a locked room in their apartment, which tells of gold on one of the forbidden islands the people can see
from the coastline, they determine to go on gold-hunt. They manage to construct a glider that takes them
far from their home territory, and so begins a whole new adventure for the boys, as they travel from island
to island in search of gold. Their adventures are many and they come close to death. They do in the end,
find the gold – but it is nothing like what they expected. BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Science Fiction
(JUV053000)

Free Range Detective Agency:
Murder Most Fowl

ISBN: 9781912417414

RRP: $18.95 (Junior Fiction)

Author: Jed Lynch, Illustrated by Stephen Stone | AU Release date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 124 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: Shady snakes, thuggish pigs, a cat in a fur coat and a mystery to be
solved. The Free Range Detective Agency is on the case! Seamus the private investigator
is no chicken. He’s a turkey. And after the disastrous case of the Rampaging Rhinoceros,
his feathers are a little ruffled. This turkey always knew he shouldn’t trust a cat in a fur coat, but when Ms
Ermine comes slinking in with a clawful of cash, he just can’t say no. Soon he’s up to his beak in a case
involving a sinister snake, pigs with piercings and a meerkat called Elvis.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Humorous Stories (JUV019000)
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Wherever It is Summer

ISBN: 9781910411568

RRP: $16.95 (Middle Fiction)

Author: Sheena Wilkinson | AU Release date: 1/09/20
IRE Release Date: 07/07/2016 | Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages:
160 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
German-French Prize for Youth Literature, White Raven Award by the International
Youth Library, Catholic Children’s Youth Book Prize in 2013
DESCRIPTION: A touching story of unlikely friendship and the redemptive power of love.
The last thing either Jana (13) or Louise (17) is looking for on this hot and boring summer is a friend of
totally the wrong age. But then one day, they abandon their responsibilities and irritating families, and head
off in a ‘borrowed’ car for a day by the lake. Their adventure is simple —beer, ice-cream, swimming, singing
— but the friendship it forges between them turns out to be profound. When Jana experiences loss, it is
only Louise’s tender and funny postcards that can haul her out of depression — right out of her bedroom
window and off on another adventure. Written in a light, amusing style, and in the alternating voices of its
two heroines, this is a touching story of the redemptive power of love. BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION
/ Coming of Age (YAF011000)

Star by Star

ISBN: 9781910411537

RRP: $16.95 (Middle Fiction)
Author: Sheena Wilkinson | AU Release date: 1/09/20
IRE Release Date: 26/10/2017 | Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages:
180 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
WINNER - Honour Award for Fiction at the CBI Book of the Year Awards 2018,
Shortlisted for the Irish Book Awards 2017 – Children’s Book of the Year
DESCRIPTION: Stella has always looked forward to changing the world. It’s what she
was brought up to do, by a suffragette mother who knew all about fighting and rebellion. But it’s November
1918. The great flu pandemic sweeping the world has robbed Stella of her mother and her home, and
she’s alone in a strange country, with an aunt she’s never met. But change is coming – the war is over, and
women are about to vote for the first time. History is being made, but how can she help make it? As election
day approaches, a day that will transform Ireland forever, Stella realises that she can indeed change the
world. BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Historical (JUV016000)

The Space Between

ISBN: 9781910411599

RRP: $18.95 (Middle Fiction)
Author: Megan Grehan | AU Release date: 1/09/20
IRE Release Date: 30/03/2017 | Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages:
180 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
WINNER - Éilis Dillon Award at the Children’s Books Ireland Book of the Year
Awards 2018, Shortlisted for the Great Reads Award 2018, Shortlisted for The
Literacy Association of Ireland Children’s Book Award 2019
DESCRIPTION: It’s New Year’s Eve, and Beth plans to spend a whole year alone, in her snug, safe house.
But she has reckoned without floppy-eared, tail-wagging Mouse, who comes nosing to her window. Followed
shortly by his owner, Alice. As Beth’s year of solitude rolls out, Alice gently steals her way first into Beth’s
house and later into her heart. And by the time New Year’s Eve comes round again – who knows? A tender
and delicate love story in verse, The Space Between is a tale of how warmth, support and friendship can
overcome mental anguish. BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Depression (YAF058060)
All prices include GST
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Good Red Herring

ISBN: 9781908195937

RRP: $18.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Susan Maxwell | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 304 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: An intriguing murder mystery set in an imaginary world, peopled by
vampires, dimorphs, luchrupáns, and the odd—very odd—Salmon Farsade, an orphan
with the ability to read auras. Salmon becomes apprenticed to Muinbeo’s most famous
nocturnal detective, the long-lived and sharp-toothed Inspector McCabe, and together
they try to sniff out who killed Fen Maguire—and why. BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION
/ Fantasy (YAF019000)

No Heroes

ISBN: 9781910411322

RRP: $18.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Anna Seidl, Translated by Siobhán Parkinson | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 280 | Size: 12.9 x 19 cm
DESCRIPTION: Miriam is an ordinary schoolgirl with a carefree bunch of friends, and
she’s just embarked on her first relationship with her sweet and loving boyfriend Toby. She
lives with her dad and she has a good relationship with her grandparents. All this ordinary
happiness is shattered when one of Miriam’s schoolmates goes berserk one day at school
with a handgun and kills several pupils and teachers. Miriam’s beloved Toby is shot right
in front of her. Miriam and her surviving friends are distraught. Shock, grief, bereavement, terror – Miriam
and her friends run the gamut of emotions in the days, weeks and months following the shooting. But the
worst emotion of all is guilt. ‘Is it our fault?’ is the haunting question that tortures Miriam as she tries to piece
her life together again. The story of a school shooting and its awful aftermath; a psychologically convincing
study of grief, loss and guilt and their effects on young lives.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Death & Dying (YAF058050)

A Lonely Note

ISBN: 9781910411346

RRP: $18.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Kevin Stevens | AU Release date: 1/08/20
IRE Release Date: 01/09/2016 | Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages:
256 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
WINNER - YA Book of the Year at the Literacy Association of Ireland Awards 2017,
Chosen for the IBBY Honour List 2018
DESCRIPTION: An black Iraq war veteran and an Iraqi-American Muslim teenager form an unlikely
friendship through their shared love of John Coltrane. A supreme coming-of-age story of friendship,
forgiveness — and jazz. Tariq is is a young Iraqi-American Muslim man, beset by danger on the streets
and conflict at home. Music is his only consolation. When he forms a friendship with the volatile but
intriguing record-store owner and Iraq war veteran, Jamal, Tariq discovers the world of jazz — and the
man he could become. Jamal is exciting, eloquent, and troubled. He suffers from PTSD, is always on
edge. Tariq wants to learn from Jamal’s knowledge of music, but can he afford to get close to this volatile
veteran? When violence that has long threatened finally erupts, things suddenly clarify for Tariq. He
takes the ultimate risk — not on behalf of his friend but his enemy — and the disparate worlds of modern
America and traditional Islam come together in an unexpected and gripping resolution.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Emigration & Immigration (YAF058100)
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Name Upon Name

ISBN: 9781910411360

RRP: $16.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Sheena Wilkinson | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 136 | Size: 13 x 19.8 cm
Children’s Book of the Year at the Irish Book Awards 2017
DESCRIPTION: Belfast in 1916. Fourteen-year-old Helen is shaped by her mixed
background –rural, Catholic Irish values from mum Kathleen; urban, Protestant Ulster
ones from dad James. Her parents are relaxed in their politics but others in the family
circle are more extreme – Aunt Violet is a die-hard anti-Home Ruler, more British than the king, while Uncle
Sean is staunchly nationalist. These are the parents of Helen’s older cousins: Sandy, who joined the army
straight from school and has already seen action in France, and Michael, who runs away from home to
enlist. But before he leaves for France, Michael is deployed to Dublin to help quell the Rising, where he’s
expected to open fire on his fellow Irishmen. Who and what are they fighting for? The story of a young girl
caught between the Easter Rising, the outbreak of World War 1 and a divided Ireland.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Historical (YAF024000)

Needlework

ISBN: 9781910411506

RRP: $18.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Deirdre Sullivan | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 224 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
WINNER - Fiction Award at the Children’s Books Ireland Awards 2017, White
Raven Award from the International Youth Library
DESCRIPTION: A powerful and poetic novel from the multi-award-winning author of
Tangleweed and Brine, Ces longs to be a tattoo artist and embroider skin with beautiful
images. But for now she’s just trying to reach adulthood without falling apart. Powerful, poetic and disturbing,
Needlework is a girl’s meditation on her efforts to maintain her bodily and spiritual integrity in the face of
abuse, violation and neglect.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Social Themes / Sexual Abuse (YAF058240)

Keepsake

ISBN: 9781910411575

RRP: $16.95 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Paula Leyden | AU Release date: 1/08/20
Publisher: Little Island Books | Format: PB | Pages: 180 | Size: 12.9 x 19.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: A fast-paced adventure story full of heart, courage – and horses. Ella
and Johnny are distraught when Johnny’s horse Storm disappears from his field. Johnny
knows that he has been taken by ‘the pound man’. This is plain stealing. Ella, Johnny and
Ella’s granny aren’t going to let Storm go that easily. They round up the evidence and set
off to the pound, where they confront the officials with proof that Storm is a well-cared-for
animal who was snatched from a field. But it isn’t so easy and Johnny and Ella will have to find another,
daring plan to rescue Storm. A pageturner adventure tale of Irish Traveller children and their fight to keep
their horse
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Animals / Horses (YAF002010)

All prices include GST
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NOW DISTRIBUTING: argonautica press
Quiver (Tamsyn Webb Chronicles #1)

ISBN: 9780648478720

RRP: $29.99 (Young Adult Fiction)

Author: Jason Fischer | Release Date: 01/07/2019 | Publisher: Argonautica Press
Format: Paperback | Pages: 474 | Size: 12.7 x 20.3 x 2.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: Is the Devil more trustworthy than a record executive? Young guitar virtuoso
Clarice Marnier is on the verge of success when she crosses the wrong A&R man. Suddenly,
instead of being signed to the major label, she finds herself blacklisted. So Clarice makes
a deal with the Devil: the soul of her enemy for a record deal and a second chance. As
Clarice and her band, Bloody Waters, begin their ascent to rock stardom they are beset by a strange array of
enemies. Has-been guitar heroes, popstar succubi, spell-slinging DJs, angry divas and killer angels – every
occult freak and music industry player in LA wants something from them, whether it’s a slice of their fame
or a bite of their souls. Clearly there’s more at stake than just a record deal – but what does the Devil really
want, and how far will Clarice go to protect what’s hers?
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Fantasy (YAF019000)

Bloody Waters

ISBN: 9780648478706

RRP: $29.99 (Adult Fiction)
Author: Jason Franks | Release Date: 24/02/2019 | Publisher: Argonautica Press
Format: Paperback | Pages: 392 | Size: 12.7 x 20.3 x 2.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: Is the Devil more trustworthy than a record executive? Young guitar
virtuoso Clarice Marnier is on the verge of success when she crosses the wrong A&R man.
Suddenly, instead of being signed to the major label, she finds herself blacklisted. So Clarice
makes a deal with the Devil: the soul of her enemy for a record deal and a second chance.
As Clarice and her band, Bloody Waters, begin their ascent to rock stardom they are beset by a strange
array of enemies. Has-been guitar heroes, popstar succubi, spell-slinging DJs, angry divas and killer angels
– every occult freak and music industry player in LA wants something from them, whether it’s a slice of their
fame or a bite of their souls. Clearly there’s more at stake than just a record deal – but what does the Devil
really want, and how far will Clarice go to protect what’s hers?
BISAC: FICTION / Horror (FIC015000)

Shadowmancy

ISBN: 9780648478744

RRP: $19.99 (Young Adult Fiction)
Author: Jason Fischer | Release Date: 01/07/2019 | Publisher: Argonautica Press
Format: Paperback | Pages: 474 | Size: 12.7 x 20.3 x 2.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: On a mountain that does not exist, there is a school where they teach the
impossible. From his first day at the Academy, things have been difficult for Quay. Though
he has surrendered his name, like every other acolyte at the magical school, Quay is the
son of a disgraced professor, and he finds that his father’s old enemies are already lined up
against him-while the professor’s own faction is just as suspicious. Quay refuses to take a side, but as his
powers grow it becomes apparent that the damaged young boy may prove a greater threat than his father
ever was. Deep in the Library of Shadows Quay finds a way to survive his father’s treacherous legacy, but
the price is high indeed.
BISAC: FICTION / Horror (FIC015000)
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pull ahead readers- paired fiction/non-fiction

MY COMMUNITY

Help young readers build literacy skills with paired non-fiction and fiction series! Simple text patterns
support emergent readers as they build their recognition of high-frequency sight words while strong
photo-text matches help them predict unfamiliar words. Teaching guides are available for each title.

RRP: 12.95 each

Release Date: 01/09/2020 | Publisher: Lerner Publications | Format: Paperback
Pages: 16 | Size: 14.61 x 20.32 cm
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Readers / Beginner (JUV043000)

Cam’s Walk (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728402994

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Sarah Jennings
DESCRIPTION: In this sweet story featuring appealing illustrations, Cam and his father
enjoy a leisurely shopping trip in their suburban town. Pairs with the non-fiction title
Suburban Places.

Grandpa’s Photos (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728402970

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Jeff Crowther
DESCRIPTION: Grandpa shares his photos and his memories with his young grandson
in this heartwarming story. Appealing illustrations and leveled text will engage emergent
readers. Pairs with the non-fiction title Communities Then and Now.

I Look Up (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728402987

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Lisa Hunt
DESCRIPTION: A small child looks up at all the big, beautiful things around her in this
illustrated story set on a farm. Pairs with the non-fiction title Rural Places.

Wait, Ride, Walk (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403007

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Stephen Brown
DESCRIPTION: Ride the bus through the city and take in the sights! Engaging text and
vibrant illustrations will draw in emergent readers. Pairs with the non-fiction title Urban
Places.

All prices include GST
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Communities Then and Now

ISBN: 9781728403014

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters

DESCRIPTION: This non-fiction title walks readers through a changing neighborhood
using eye-catching photos with a tight text-to-photo match. Pairs with the fiction title
Grandpa’s Photos.

Rural Places

ISBN: 9781728403021

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: What is life like on a farm? Readers will take a tour of a farm through
carefully leveled text and full-color photographs. Pairs with the fiction title I Look Up.

Suburban Places

ISBN: 9781728403038

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: Explore the suburbs through bright photos. This non-fiction title pairs
with the fiction title Cam’s Walk.

Urban Places

ISBN: 9781728403045

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: In this non-fiction title, carefully leveled text and full-color photographs
introduce emergent readers to all the exciting things to see in a city. Pairs with the fiction
title Wait, Ride, Walk.

SERIES
Let’s Look at Animal Habitats

Let’s Look at Weather

Science All Around Me

Seasons All Around Me

16

ALSO AVAILABLE

TITLES
A Good Nut, Animals in the Hot Desert, Big Grassland Animals, I See
the Ocean, Little Woodland Animals, My Baby Elephant, No Bugs Here,
Polar Animals, The Fish, The Little Penguin, Under the Rain Forest
Canopy, Up the Tree
A Windy Day, Duck Sees the Rain, Hiding from Lightning, Into the
Clouds, Look at the Rain, Snow Day, So Many Clouds, The Snow Is
Fun, The Sun Shines Everywhere, Turtles in the Sun, When Lightning
Strikes, When the Wind Blows
Emily’s Pumpkin, Hungry Little Bear, In the Garden, Making Tea, Mia
Can See Patterns, Milo and the Ball, Apple Seeds, Changing Water,
Nature Has Spots, Nature Walk, Pull and Push, What Eats What
Fall Colors, Maya Likes the Beach, Snow Clothes, The Egg, Fall
Leaves, Spring Flowers, We Like the Summer, Winter Fun
All prices include GST
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pull ahead readers- paired fiction/non-fiction

Plant Life Cycles
RRP: 12.95 each

Release Date: 01/09/2020 | Publisher: Lerner Publications | Format: Paperback
Pages: 16 | Size: 14.61 x 20.32 cm

Sharing Berries (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403090

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Sarah Jennings
DESCRIPTION: Sara picks many berries. What will she decide to do with them all? Readers
will follow along through carefully leveled text and fun illustrations. Pairs with the non-fiction
title Let’s Look at Strawberries.

Baking Apples (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403052

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Jeff Crowther
DESCRIPTION: In this charmingly illustrated story, a father and his daughter use freshpicked apples to bake a delicious apple tart. Pairs with the non-fiction title Let’s Look at
Apple Trees.

Bean Soup (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403069

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Lisa Hunt
DESCRIPTION: What ingredients are needed to make a nourishing bean soup? Appealing
text and illustrations will draw emergent readers into the story. Pairs with the non-fiction title
Let’s Look at Beans.

Dandelions to Eat (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403076

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Lisa Hunt
DESCRIPTION: Follow a bee, a butterfly, and a bunny as they find dandelions to eat together
in this adorably illustrated tale. Pairs with the non-fiction title Let’s Look at Dandelions.

Flowers in the Sun (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403106

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Stephen Brown
DESCRIPTION: As the sun moves across the sky, a little boy joyfully watches the sunflowers
follow the sun in this sweet illustrated story. Pairs with the non-fiction title Let’s Look at
Sunflowers.

Pumpkin Seeds (Pull Ahead Readers — Fiction)

ISBN: 9781728403083

Author: Margo Gates, Illustrated by Stephen Brown
DESCRIPTION: While Mom makes pumpkin soup, Ravi prepares the pumpkin seeds. Lively
text and illustrations will draw in beginning readers. Pairs with the non-fiction title Let’s Look
at Pumpkins.
All prices include GST
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Let’s Look at Apple Trees

ISBN: 9781728403113

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: Have you ever seen an apple blossom? Carefully leveled text and engaging
photos show emergent readers what apples look like while they are growing in an orchard.
Pairs with the fiction title Baking Apples.

Let’s Look at Beans

ISBN: 9781728403120

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: Introduce emergent readers to the life cycle of the tiny-but-mighty bean.
Carefully leveled text and bright photos show bean plants in all their stages: seed, sprout,
flower, and pod. Pairs with the fiction title Bean Soup.

Let’s Look at Dandelions

ISBN: 9781728403137

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: From tiny seeds to yellow flowers to fluffy seed heads, follow every stage
of the dandelion life cycle. Pairs with the fiction title Dandelions to Eat.

Let’s Look at Pumpkins

ISBN: 9781728403144

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: How do small, flat pumpkin seeds become large, round pumpkins? This
title uses carefully leveled text and vibrant photos to show younger readers the pumpkin life
cycle. Pairs with the fiction title Pumpkin Seeds.

Let’s Look at Strawberries

ISBN: 9781728403151

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: Strawberries start as tiny seeds and grow into sweet, bright red fruit. Eyecatching photos and carefully leveled text show readers the strawberry life cycle. Pairs with
the fiction title Sharing Berries.

Let’s Look at Sunflowers

ISBN: 9781728403168

(Pull Ahead Readers — Non-Fiction)
Author: Katie Peters
DESCRIPTION: Sunflowers are a cheerful addition to any bouquet. How do they grow?
Emergent readers will follow the sunflower life cycle through carefully leveled text and fullcolor photos. Pairs with the fiction title Flowers in the Sun.
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INFORMATION BOOKS
Bumba Books — Fantastic Creatures
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Emma Carlson Berne | Release Date: 1/09/20
Publisher: Lerner | Format: Paperback | Pages: 24
Size: 22.23 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Spark young readers’ imaginations with these non-fiction
introductions to mythical and legendary creatures. Each title gives an overview of the traits and history of
monsters, fairies, dragons, and more.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social Science / Folklore & Mythology(JNF052030)
TITLE
A First Look at Dragons

ISBN
9781728413037

TITLE
A First Look at Monsters

ISBN
9781728413068

A First Look at Fairies
A First Look at Mermaids

9781728413044
9781728413051

A First Look at Trolls
A First Look at Unicorns

9781728413075
9781728413082

Step by Step
RRP: $14.95 each
Author: Various | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner Publications
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 19.69 x 20.32 cm
DESCRIPTION: What happens first? What comes next? Introduce readers to
simple sequences and processes by exploring animal life cycles, how plants grow, or how foods or products are
made. Readers will be fascinated by these step-by-step accounts.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Technology / How Things Work-Are Made (JNF051120)
TITLE
The Story of a Baseball Bat
The Story of a Butterfly
The Story of a Crayon

ISBN
9781728414317
9781728414324
9781728414331

TITLE
The Story of a Frog
The Story of an Apple
The Story of Chocolate

ISBN
9781728414348
9781728414355
9781728414362

Many Ways
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Marie Therese Miller | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 22.23 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Celebrate all the ways people are unique yet similar! Friendly
text and inclusive images hit on core social and emotional competencies for emergent readers and mirror the
many different ways kids grow up.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Social Topics / Emotions & Feelings (JNF053050)
TITLE
Families Like Mine

ISBN
9781728413686

TITLE
Homes Like Mine

ISBN
9781728413709

Feelings Like Mine

9781728413693

Parents Like Mine

9781728413716

All prices include GST
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My Minecraft (Alternator Books)
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Linda Zajac | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: From surviving mobs (mobile monsters) to building cities, this
series describes some of Minecraft’s most popular aspects. Jump into the creative world of Minecraft!
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Computers / Entertainment & Games (JNF012010)
TITLE (The Unofficial Guide to...)
Minecraft Creative Mode

ISBN
9781728415444

TITLE (The Unofficial Guide to...)
Minecraft Maps

ISBN
9781728415543

Minecraft Enchantments

9781728415499

Minecraft Redstone

9781728415598

50 Things You Didn’t Know About...
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Sean O’Neill | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner
Publications | Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 20.32 x 20.32 cm
DESCRIPTION: This fun series lets readers explore a new topic, broaden
their knowledge on a favourite subject, or just have a few laughs. Each book
is filled with facts and trivia about historical eras, ranging from daily life to
unusual customs.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / History / Ancient (JNF025020)
TITLE (50 Things You Didn’t Know About...)
Ancient Egypt
Ancient Greece
Ancient Rome

ISBN
9781634407984
9781634407991
9781634408004

TITLE (50 Things You Didn’t Know About...)
Colonial America
Middle Ages
Old West

ISBN
9781634408028
9781634408011
9781634408035

Searchlight Books — Future Tech
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Kevin Kurtz, Jun Kuromiya | Release Date: 1/09/20
Publisher: LerneR | Format: PB | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: When we think of the future, we imagine hover boards and
holograms—but what kinds of technology will we actually have? Explore how
communication, entertainment, medicine, cities, food, and transportation are
changing with the help of cutting-edge technology.
Space Science (JNF051010)
TITLE (The Future of...)
Cities
Communication
Entertainment
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BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Technology / Aeronautics, Astronautics &
ISBN
9781728413785
9781728413792
9781728413808

TITLE (The Future of...)
Food
Medicine
Transportation
All prices include GST
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Lightning Bolt Books — Robotics
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Lola Schaefer | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 19.05 x 26.04 cm
DESCRIPTION: Robots can perform jobs, can fly, can fight each other—robots
can do all sorts of things! Explore the different tasks we rely on robots to do and
learn what they might be capable of in the future.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Technology / Robotics (JNF061020)
TITLE
Bot Battles
Everyday Robots
Flying Robots

ISBN
9781728413563
9781728413570
9781728413587

TITLE
Human-Like Robots
Robots on the Job
Space Exploration Robots

ISBN
9781728413594
9781728413600
9781728413617

Epic Sports Bios (Lerner Sports)
RRP: $16.95 each
Author: Joe Levit | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Lerner
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Some athletes’ careers are so impressive that they become
near-mythical figures! These biographies of the biggest superstars in sports
history cover each athlete’s rise to the top and the moments that cemented
their status as sports legends.
Sports & Recreation (JNF007100)
TITLE
Babe Didrikson Zaharias
Babe Ruth
Kobe Bryant
Michael Jordan

BISAC: BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography & Autobiography /
ISBN
9781728413389
9781728413396
9781728419374
9781728413402

TITLE
Muhammad Ali
Sandy Koufax
Tiger Woods
Wilma Rudolph

Into the Streets: A Young Person’s Visual
History of Protest in the United States

ISBN
9781728413419
9781728414751
9781728413426
9781728413433
ISBN: 9781541579040

RRP: $34.95 (Young Adult Non-fiction)
Author: Marke Bieschke | Release Date: 1/09/20 | Publisher: Zest Books
Format: Paperback | Pages: 168 | Size: 20.32 x 25.4 cm
DESCRIPTION: This lively book guides readers through the art and history of significant protests, sit-ins,
and collective acts of resistance throughout US history. Photos, artwork, signs, and other visual elements
highlight the history of social action, from American Indian resistance to Black Lives Matter.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION / Social Activism & Volunteering (YAN058000)

All prices include GST
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